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THE VISION- An approach to visualize the real estate investing market as a mirrored form of 

the stock market 

In stock markets people invest their capital to buy a percentage of stock in the company of their 

choice. Some choose to invest more in hopes of greater returns some play it safe and invest 

minimal capital. 

Philosophy-People will only invest in anything if there is a path to higher capital returns in the 

future 

Objective- The YETI Plan mirrors this approach with individuals investing their money as a 

percentage of the startup fund for their selected project portfolio. The project portfolios 

consume of Single-Family Residential Fix&Flip properties that our company has identified across 

the U.S. With the focus on producing outperforming profit returns and Short-Term ROI for said 

investors. The startup fund goes towards the purchase cost of acquisition for the property, the 

cost of renovations needed in order to receive a resale value at top market value of the 

property area, and all other investment cost associated with the development including closing 

cost. These cost are the investments associated into producing maximum capital gains for said 

investing parties. 

 

INVESTMENT-Our approach lets the everyday person invest into short term real estate 

investment opportunities with as little as $500. This means you don’t need to be approved for 

financing or have the resources and know how to execute an investment project yourself, you 

don’t need to invest all of your savings into a project. You can put your trust in a solidified 

established business that has been in real estate investing and advising for over 30 years! What 

you get from that is your investment growing drastically once the fix and flip resales. With up to 

500% ROI in some cases. 

 

-Your investment will go towards the startup funds for fix and flip projects our company has in 

our pipeline. You will pick your desired project to invest in by choosing from our available 

Project Portfolios. The project portfolios will include the property address/pictures of it, the 

purchase price, the renovation budget/work scope, the timeline for renovations, a detailed 
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market analyzation of the properties neighborhood, the ARV(After Renovation Value), A 

timeline for the entire project from start to finish, and a description of how much of the startup 

fund for that project portfolio has already been funded. 

 

 

FORMATION- Group size can vary, and the amount of the percentage invested can vary as 

well.  

There can be many individuals investing smaller amounts (no smaller than $500) into a startup 

fund for a project. Or there can also be smaller group formations with fewer individuals that are 

more capital heavy investing into the project. 

The percentage invested of the startup fund is the percentage returned to said party after 

resale of the prospective property. 

PAYOUTS- On Average from start to finish including closings and renovations our projects take 

15-21 weeks before ROI is paid to said investors. Your investment percentage of the startup 

fund is conveyed as a percentage of the total Net Clear Profit after the property of your choice 

resales. The total Net Clear Profit is the profit amount after the properties closing cost for 

resale have been paid, after the principal amount and interest for the property financing is paid 

back to the financier, after the listing agents commission for reselling the property is paid, and 

after Yanders&Partners mandatory $11K facilitator fee is collected. 

 

YOUR PROTECTION- In order to ensure that your investment into the project is secure and 

will be returned with your profit from that investment. Yanders&Partners signs legally binding 

Joint Venture contracts with you the said investor. The contract contains the details of the 

business relationship, your anticipated profit return after the property resales, the property 

address, and your initial investment amount into the startup fund. We also convey direct 

ownership equity into the property. We do this by Deed Conveyance. That’s Right! You become 

legally part owner in the property when you invest into our YETI Plan. (This is the ultimate 

insurance that your investment is protected). This is the security we provide our clients 

 

EXAMPLE- $20,000 is the required startup fund amount, you (Client) can contribute $2K.  

The property would still be bought under Yanders and Partners or one of its affiliates, but you 

would take 10% equity of the property which would translate into 10% equity on the resale of 

the fix and flip after renovations. You would receive 10% because your investment of $2K 

conveyed 10% of the total startup fund amount. 



-The Property Cost $30K for purchase and $90K in renovations. All In $122K was invested with 

closing cost for purchase included.  

- $270K is what the property sales for after renovations. Yanders and Partners would net 

$148,000. That $2K investment would translate into $14.8K before interest of 12% was 

subtracted from the total amount borrowed. And the rest of the closing cost were deducted 

from the Total Profit of $148K. 

$100K was the amount borrowed +12% interest =$112,000 gets paid back to the financer from 

the $270K profit margin. 

Closing Cost- Agent Commission=5% of $270K= $13,500. 

Transfer Tax(2.5%) -$6750 

Total Closing Cost= $20,250 on the resale 

Resale Closing cost + Interest on amount borrowed=$32,250 

Yanders&Partners Facilitator Fee- $11K 

Total Amount Deducted before repayment to you(Client)- $43,250 

Net Clear Profit= $104,750 

Your $2K investment conveyed (10%) which Netted you a Profit of $10,475. 

 

 

**Contracting and project management for the property is always performed by 

Yanders&Partners to ensure that the contractor is reliable/trustworthy and that we are getting 

the highest quality property after renovations are complete. 

 

INVESTOR INVOLVEMENT THROUGHOUT PROJECT 

As an investor in our YETI PLAN, we want you to actually experience and participate in the 

process of the property being developed. We provide you this hands-on experience even if you 

live across the country. It’s never invest into a project portfolio then you don’t hear or see 

anything about it until the property resales. In our YETI PLAN process we involve you the 

investor every step of the journey. We do this by offering weekly video walkthroughs at the 

property so you can see the stages of the properties development this means from 

demo/clean-out to drywall going up, to final accessories being decorated around the property 

before relisting you will see everything. While seeing and learning the phases of property 

development you also have hands on choices in design aspects of the property such as 



countertop types, interior paint color, types of flooring, etc. we offer this option in certain 

aspects while developing the property allowing YETI PLAN investors to often vote on certain 

design aspects. Beyond renovations what you receive is a timeline tracking the properties 

renovation progress to completion and closing gifts from our company Yanders&Partners to 

you. We send out these closing gifts at purchase closing and resale closing. These gifts can be 

anything from customized t-shirts to gift baskets, to a meal on us. Sometimes even all 3, this is 

just our way of showing our appreciation for our YETI PLAN investors we truly are thankful for 

your trust in creating your generational wealth with us!! 

 

 

INNOVATIVE SOLUTIONS 

What separates our YETI Plan from other real estate investing platforms such as Fundrise, 

Realty Mogul, and Crowd Street? Great question, our YETI Plan is centered directly around not 

only Single-Family Residential properties, but it is solely focused on Short Term ROI for our 

clients. Unlike the platforms above and others you may have heard about before which mostly 

are specifically designed for pre-existing and new construction commercial real estate 

properties. 

What this brings with investing on these platforms are Long Term commitments with the 

companies typically ranging from 2-7 years on average. The commitment period is so long since 

the properties they are investing in are commercial and cost more money to purchase or 

develop it takes longer to get to the point of Returning the investors investment. For the 

platforms that offer Single Family Residential options they acquire the properties only for the 

specific purpose of holding the properties as rentals to receive Long Term ROI. If you choose 

that you need your investment back due to financial hardship before your commitment period 

is up you get hit by an early pullout fee by the platforms like Fundrise, Realty Mogul, and Crowd 

Street which can be in the thousands for you the investor. 

The biggest catch being that the ROI is so minimal with most platforms returning under 7% ROI 

to the investor on average. 

-We allow you the investor to invest in our own communities through our YETI Plan creating 

desirable and affordable housing for families and communities across the country. Just think 

your investment helped somebody build there home, that home is where they will raise their 

kids, have family cookouts, thanksgiving’s, the list of memories that will be created there 

through your investment goes on. 

 

 



NEXT STEPS 

-If you are interested in our YETI Plan and exploring our available project portfolios please send 

us an email with the subject “YETI PLAN” and your name. Following receiving the email we will 

schedule an introductory call with a company representative and send our current YETI project 

portfolios that are available. 
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